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Across

5. Steering with crossing your hands 

when moving lanes or turning

7. Warring too much resulting in 

physical and mental work

8. The back and forth movement on a 

car

9. The amount of alcohol in your body

12. A turn that can go Left go back 

right then going forward

14. Saying what happening in real 

world traffic situations

15. A ramp that goes to the freeway

20. When you lose control over your car 

and where it's going

24. A tool used to measure the distance 

traveled on a vehicle

25. A liquid used to regulate 

temperature in a vehicle

26. A safety device witch protects 

drivers and passengers

27. Traction,friction

28. On purpose drive unsafe to Hurt 

other drivers

30. A force that move a object from a 

curve to straight

Down

1. A generator witch makes electricity 

to make car go and for electric devices

2. A turn where the inside

3. A side of a car that you can't see in 

the reaview or side view mirror

4. Manuel transmission That changes 

gears

6. Speed limit that changes for gliding

10. To not see expressway

11. Make a comparison on information 

you have

13. A crash that happens with a object 

and other suddenly

16. A brake system used when braking 

suddenly

17. The energy of a motion happening

18. Driving will making dangerous act

19. To see colors

21. A event you might assume about

22. The vision to the far left and right

23. Having a safe space bubble

29. Visibly changing movement


